
The Kommunity Crimes and Penalty 

Under Kommunity, A crime is any act committed by mind and body against Allah, The 

Creator of Existence, The Lord of the Universe. There is no other deity but Allah. 

Crimes and Penalties  

1) It is a grave crime against Allah to prevent women from entering a place to pray. 

2) Any teacher then who prevents a woman from entering a place for prayer, 

3) Remove him immediately as an imposter. 

4) It is a grave crime against Allah and Islam 

5) To have more than one wife or female companion at the same time. 

6) The father who is absent from the support, and schooling of their children without right cause, 

7) Is guilty of a crime against Allah. 

8) A man who beats his wife in private is a coward 

9) And guilty of a grave crime against Islam. 

10) If such a coward is discovered, Let him be beaten in kind for his cowardice and exiled from praying at a 

mosque. 

11) A husband is forbidden to beat his wife 

12) Any man who defiles the commands of Allah and beats his wife is no Sufian. 

13) It is a most wicked crime against Allah and Islam to deny education to women and children. 

14) If a man who claims to be Sufian strikes a scholar or a student for learning, 

15) Let him confess his crime and have his offending hand cut off. 

16) If a man damage or even destroy a scriptorium, let him lose his head for such deliberate ignorance. 

17) Instead protect the scholar, respect the scholar and allow them to learn. 

18) No man can both love Allah and hate knowledge without being a heretic or an idiot. 

19) The greatest crime against Allah is not the one who kills others in the name of the Divine Creator,  

20) But the scholar who write such lies and the preacher whom gives life to such evil. 

21) Allah blessed men and women with the ability to construct civilizations and the rule of natural and fair 

law. 

22) Thus, the greatest sin, above all others in Islam is to kill in the name of Allah. 

23) Thus, the greatest sin in Islam is for a man to place himself as a god above others. 

24) Verily, this is the law. 

25) It is a grave transgression to against Allah to destroy religious sites, holy books and knowledge of any 

community. 

26) It is a grave transgression against Islam to act or accept kingship 

27) It is most grave transgression against Islam to give a funeral to one who deliberately caused the deaths of 

women and children by his actions. 

28) Any man or woman who is cruel to living animals is a disgrace in the eyes of Allah. 

29) Allah sees all and upon their time they must account for what was done in secret and in the open 

30) It is a crime against Islam to refuse the right of a women to ask for divorce when a just reason is given. 

31) Beware to all who deny the wisdom of Allah 
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32) Any saying which claims that in Islam knowledge and science is a sin,  

33) And ignorance a virtue, 

34) Is a wicked lie by someone who worships demons pretending to be god. 

35) A man who is not a virgin upon his first marriage, 

36) Is guilty of a far greater sin than any woman. 

37) A married man who defiles the chaste honor of an unmarried virgin girl is such a grave sin 

38) Allah demands all guilt be placed upon the man and the girl be released from all guilt, without question. 

39) A family that harms a daughter out of some false sense of dishonor at her loss of chastity,  

40) Is guilty of a grave dishonor to the trust placed in them by Allah. 

41) Allah entrusts each family to protect and nurture their own, not inflict evil upon their children.  

42) There is only one true Creator. 

43) Let your prayers and devotion lead you to him and no other. 

44) It is a grave transgression against Allah to defile the remains of the dead, causing such suffering of spirit. 

45) Pray for your family. 

46) Pray for your ancestors and your friends. 

47) Pray for the dead. 

48) Pray for all spirits that they find peace. 

49) Guard then the closing of the your heart. 

50) That you remain open to the love of Allah. 

51) Do not permit a merchant a monopoly.  

52) Verily, Monopoly is unlawful and a grave transgression in Islam. 

53) Nor the actions of dishonest merchants to ruin the marketplace. 

54) The merchant who possesses no morals in the way of flesh, 

55) Are an illness that by the law of Allah must be cleaved from the body of the earth. 

56) All good things are made lawful for you. 

57) The first law is Divine Law and so the law of Allah. 

58) All law must come from the Divine and Allah. 

59) To perform in a manner pleasing with the laws of Allah. 

60) Thus, Allah does not judge us or act against us due to our transgressions, 

61) But is forgiving and looks to the best within each of us. 

62) All motion is governed by the laws of the Universe. 

63) Which Allah created in mind. 

64) With guidance from Allah, Abraham gave the people their first law. 
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65) But the people rebelled against Abraham and the law of Allah, by sacrificing children and animals to pagan 

gods. 

66) Thus Abraham is the father of all of Arabia (Ma’rab) and the East. 

67) He is the bringer of Divine Law and Civilizations to the lands. 

68) Reject the corruption of the law.  Honor the Way of Islam. 

69) The Tara as the law of Allah also known as the Torah. 

70) No one is above the law of Allah, all are equal! 

71) Thus Allah is innocent and inculpable of willing and deliberate evil. 

72) Verily, one who would harm even a hair upon the head of a little one,  

73) Is guilty of a terrible transgression against Allah. 

74) Verily and most solemnly, one who would deliberately molest or severely injure a child, is unfit to be 

known as Sufian. 

75) Take those who kill children and cast them into a deep pit; 

76) Erase their names and let no one remember them; 

77) For those that kill children are worse than animals and disgrace the Way of Islam. 

78) Justice is the only rule of law 

79) This is justice. 

80) This is the law. 

81) Allah is Just and Justice is to honor the living law of the creator of all the heavens; 

82) Justice cannot exist without knowledge. 

83) When one claims the law to seize what is not rightfully due, 

84) There be three injuries being the law, the victim and certainty. 

85) This is the wisdom and law of Allah. 

86) Therefore, a man may forbid his inheritance without cause. 

87) Truly a man who takes possession of what he is not entitled, is a thief. 

88) A man or woman who murders for an inheritance, loses all right and disgraces his house from any 

entitlement. 

89) But a man who takes possessions by false claim of inheritance is both a pirate and abaser of law, 

90) Such men forfeit all rights even unto life. 

91) Slavery is a transgression against heaven and earth and the gravest transgression against Islam. 

92) A Sufian is forbidden to partake in slavery. 

93) Verily any preacher who claims slavery is permitted under Islam must be immediately seized,  

94) And thrown into the deepest pit, that their existence be wiped from the eyes of Allah for such contempt 

against Divine Law. 
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95) To consult oracles and magic is forbidden 

96) Not because it has some power, but because its only true power is to deceive. 

97) All wise knowledge is honored in Islam except that which is make believe. 

98) Instead, keep your heart true to Allah and your head clear and you shall have no need of omens. 

99) All earth, water, air, fire and life is the possession of the Divine Creator. 

100)Lo! How stupid an ignorant these defrauders of law and truth: 

101) By all law and logic each word is measured and with purpose. 

102) As these Sufa are divine. 

103) The penalty for false evidence is death. 

104) This is the law. 


